
This design for the Brampton 
Fire Station demonstrates a 
greater care shown for pro-
tecting the firefighter in their 
place of work.

This means re-programming 
the space to aid firefighters in 
physical as well as mental 
recovery in the following 
ways:

Proposed Detox Bay intended to be used to decontaminate equipment, clothing, trucks
and the skin before entering into the Appartus Bay or living dorms. This is considerd to 
be a highly contaminated area.

Addition of a Decontamination Bar for 
seperation between contaminated areas 

and the living spaces.

Providing a larger gym and sensory depri-
vation room as well a

more integrated kitchen/dayroom area with 
greater outdoor

space.

Protection of personal comfort and safety by 
providing seperate

rooms within dorms as well as
in captains quarters.
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Proposed Detox Bay intended to be used to decontaminate equipment, clothing, trucks
and the skin before entering into the Appartus Bay or living dorms. This is considerd to 
be a highly contaminated area.

PROPOSED PLAN EXISTING PLAN

The proposed Detox Bay is 
intended to be used to 
decontaminate equipment, 
clothing, trucks and the skin 
before entering into the 
Appartus Bay or living dorms. 
This is considerd to be a 
highly contaminated area.



The roof has been re-designed to have a gable roof over the Apparatus and Detox Bay 
mimicing the feeling of a home that provide safety and protection for the firefighters. Dark 
and earth tone colours are used throughout the exterior with much more curtain wall as 

well bringing a more modern feel. The colour black which is seen in most of the brick and 
the roofs also typically signifies protection.

EXISTING PLAN
RENDER + MATERIALS



Arborwood Co 
Thermally Modified 

Timber 

Clopay Commercial Alu-
minum Full-View Over-

head Doors - Model 903

NanaWall WD65 Folding 
Glass Walls - 6 and 4 

panels

Existing brick c/w 
white paint

Brampton Brick 
Contemporary 

Series - Royal Grey

NORTH ELEVATION

SOUTH ELEVATION



INTERIOR RENDER - DAY ROOM/
KITCHEN
The interior continues the theme of wood materials which is used consistantly on the ceiling of both the day room and 
kitchen as well as the flooring. The kitchen provide a more modern feel but still maintains its “homey” feel with its layout 
and feature stone tile wall. The day room has been expand to be able to accomodate many more people and it feature 
two nana walls for a greater connection to the outdoors. This design really tries to bring a comfort yet modern vibe into a 
space where the firefighters spend most of their time.



BUILDING SECTION


